News Release

OFS Launches New FOX SOLUTIONS® Home and Business Solution Guides
Comprehensive Portfolio of Solutions Optimized for FTTX Deployments
FTTH Europe, Stand S6, Warsaw, Poland, 9. February 2015 - OFS, a leading designer,
manufacturer and supplier of innovative fibre optic network products announces a Home and
Business Solution Guide for OFS’ FOX Solution® FTTX offering. The consultative guide can
help customers easily customize a solution that meets their unique FTTX requirements for
successful deployment of fiber to and into homes and businesses.
Each FTTX deployment faces unique business challenges. OFS FTTX Solution experts have
experience deploying and providing solutions for large and small carriers alike and apply that
knowledge to help each customer identify the solution that best meets their needs. FTTX
network investment should be optimized to cost-effectively and reliably meet these needs over
many decades and network upgrades. OFS leverages its FTTX design and systems knowledge,
and its product lines and technologies across fiber, cable and connectivity to create customized
solutions for a broad base of customers globally. With a broad range of its products and
solutions installed in service provider networks, municipalities and utility company networks,
many offering Gigabit service to the home, OFS has over a decade of experience in FTTX
deployment around the world providing leading products and solutions from the network
operations center all the way into the living unit.
"OFS continues to add new products and solutions for its global customers under the FOX
Solution Home and Business brand," says Anurag Jain, Senior Marketing Manager for
OFS. “With every region and market segment having unique requirements, OFS has integrated
and simplified an FTTH solution set of OFS fiber, cable and connectivity in a single solution
guide to help our customers and channel business partners to understand, identify and deploy
the right solution.”
Products and solutions from the FOX Solution portfolio, product demonstration videos and a
turnkey customer testimonial video will be shown at the OFS Stand S6, FTTH Conference in
Warsaw, Poland 10-12 February.

About OFS
OFS is a world-leading designer, manufacturer and provider of optical fibre, optical fibre
cable, connectivity, FTTX and specialty photonics solutions. Our marketing, sales,
manufacturing and research teams provide forward-looking, innovative products and
solutions in areas including Telecommunications, Medicine, Industrial Automation, Sensing,
Government, Aerospace and Defense applications. We provide reliable, cost effective
optical solutions to enable our customers to meet the needs of today’s and tomorrow’s
digital and energy consumers and businesses.
OFS’ corporate lineage dates back to 1876 and includes technology powerhouses such as
AT&T and Lucent Technologies. Today, OFS is owned by Furukawa Electric, a multi-billion
dollar global leader in optical communications.
For more information, please visit www.ofsoptics.com.
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